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VAS+ Irons. The Clubs That Have It All.

We traveled the country allowing golfers of all handi-

caps (ranging from 0 to 30) to test the new Cleveland

VAS+ irons. Each tester rated the clubs on a scale of

1 to 4 for a variety of testing categories. 

For a Cleveland Demo Center near you, call 1-800-739-3355     Visit our World WideWeb site at http://www.clevelandgolf.com
©1996 Cleveland Golf, 5630 Cerritos Avenue, Cypress, CA 90630    

Shafts by True Temper®.  Grips by Golf Pride®.  VAS® is a registered trademark of Skis Rossignol S.A.  U.S. patent number 5,316,298.

VAS+ GENERAL LINE

AVAILABLE IRONS FLEX DESIGNATION AVG. SWING SPEED FLEX POINT TORQUE

#1 thru PW, DW, SW, LW ◆◆ Strong 95 mph and above High Low

#1 thru PW, DW, SW, LW ◆ Firm 85 to 100 mph High Low

#1 thru PW, DW, SW, LW ■ Medium 75 to 90 mph Mid Mid

#2 thru PW, DW, SW, LW ● Flexible 80 mph and below Low High

VAS+ FOR WOMEN

AVAILABLE IRONS FLEX DESIGNATION FLEX POINT TORQUE

#3 thru PW, DW, SW, LW Women Low High

The following custom options are available upon request: 

Length: + or - 1/2” or + or - 1”.     Lie: flat (red dot on sole), upright (white dot on sole).   Grip Sizes: undersize, oversize.

Recommendation for seniors: ● flex designation. 

For women, Cleveland offers a special set of irons. Light, easy to swing and attractively designed, the women’s line is
available with graphite shafts in women’s standard length and with undersized Tour Wrap grips by Golf Pride. 
(Note: Women with faster swing speeds will benefit from being fitted within the general line).

The irons in the following fitting system are 

available with both steel and graphite shafts 

and Tour Wrap grips by Golf Pride®.

For the first time ever,
Cleveland introduces
irons with unique 
engineering and
styling, especially
for women.

VAS+ TESTING RESULTS 0-4 RATING

Look at address 3.47

Ease of alignment 3.34

Ease of getting the ball airborne 3.54

Distance Achieved 3.33

Forgiveness 3.70

Ball flight trajectory 3.66

Feel at impact 3.62

Design/Cosmetics 3.65

Overall performance 3.69

What Golfers Think Of The New VAS+ Irons. Almost Perfect.

VAS+ IRONS
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Not only have the newly designed Cleveland VAS+ irons been fine-tuned and streamlined,

they have features you can’t find anywhere else. For example, a full-face hitting area that makes

them even easier to use and still more forgiving. Then there’s our unique inset hosel, which helps

the club square easily at impact to improve stability and accuracy. Our patented VAS® full cavity

plate absorbs vibration so completely, it allowed us to make our clubface ultra-thin by shifting

weight to the perimeter, which gives you far greater forgiveness on off-center hits along with a

solid, responsive feel.

We’ve also developed a new assembly process to enhance the consistency and reliability of

these irons. On the back of this brochure, you’ll find several new options we’ve added to our

fitting system to customize your set for the way you play.

When we finished all this hard work, we were pleased to find we’d also created the best

looking irons of their generation. But don’t take our word for it. Call 1-800-739-3355 for a

Cleveland Demo Center near you and try them for yourself.
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The redesigned inset hosel provides the maximum 
center-shafting the USGA will allow, which helps square
the face and improve stability at impact, yet blends 
into the heel in a smooth, unobtrusive manner.

Performance + Feel + Quality = Style.

Oversize 
Hitting Area

Inset Hosel 

Traditional
Hosel
Location

Under the direction of Dr. Rudrapatna
V. Ramnath, it was proven that the

Cleveland irons with the inset hosel,
when tested against competitive

irons, reduced torque  
transmitted to the shaft 

and allowed the club 
face to square more

easily at impact. 

style

“They feel as great 
as they look!“

Don Thompson
Oceanside, CA

A thinner face coupled 
with a full cavity VAS

plate optimizes perimeter
weighting, and therefore 

forgiveness and feel.

Our patented VAS® plate damps up to 
30% of the vibration of impact, otherwise
absorbed by your body. This makes 
every shot (even off-center ones) feel 
more solid and precise.

Optimal Perimeter 
Weighting

Tested at MIT

Vibration Absorbing System
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“The performance of these
irons is unlike any I have
ever used before. “

Corey Pavin,
1995 U.S. Open Champion 

We moved the hosel
away from the face and
lengthened the blade to
create an oversize hitting
area, larger than any
we’ve seen among 
the competition.


